Altered NGF regulation may link a genetic predisposition for hypertension with hyperactive voiding.
Hyperactive voiding and elevated smooth muscle NGF output are traits of the spontaneously hypertensive rat (SHR). Elevated target-derived NGF is associated with hypertension and hyperactive voiding in SHRs. In the present study, we tested for possible genetic links between hypertension, hyperactive voiding and augmented bladder smooth muscle cell (BSMC) NGF secretion. We crossed SHRs with WKYs to produce a gene segregating F2 population. We measured F2 mean arterial blood pressure (BP) and six-hour voiding frequency. BSMCs were cultured from 'Low BP F2s' (95+/-2) and 'High BP F2s' (141+/-3 mm. Hg) and conditioned medium tested for NGF with a two-site ELISA. The NGF regulators isoproterenol, platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) and phorbol-12-myristate-13-acetate were tested in F2 BSMC cultures. A positive correlation (r = 0.75) between blood pressure and voiding frequency existed in this F2 population. As BP rose voiding frequency increased and volume per void decreased such that there were no significant changes in total urine voided (Low BP F2s: 1.0+/-0.5; High BP F2s: 6.2+/-0.5 voids/6 hours). Low BP F2s (2.0+/-0.2) secreted NGF at a higher basal rate than High BP F2s (0.7+/-0.1 fg NGF/hr/100 cells). However, High BP F2s (1,620 and 3,850) were oversensitive to isoproterenol and PDGF-induced increases in NGF output, compared with Low BP F2s (219 and 1,282% control, respectively). Elevated tissue NGF due to a hypersensitivity to NGF regulating stimuli, rather than alterations in basal NGF, may genetically link hypertension and hyperactive voiding.